When printed, the Mark mask should measure 7” from edge to edge
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THE MARK MASK

template at markgps.com

Start by turning a 100% cotton
shirt inside out and tracing this
pattern onto the fabric. Then flip
the pattern over (this side down)
and trace it again to create a mirror
image. These will become the inside
and outside of mask. Cut out both.
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Pin the front edges of each cutout
and sew a seam along both.
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Turn the mask “right-side out” by pulling it through the ear
opening like a inside out sock. This hides the seams inside
the mask.
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The last step is to roll the ear openings
inside the mask and pin in place your
5”1/2 elastic for the ear holds. You will
then sew a seam along the outside of
the mask to close the ear opening and
secure the elastic. Before this step,
put the mask against your face to
see if the mask fits from nose
to ear. You can adjust the fit
by rolling in more or less
fabric.
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Open each panel along the seam and lay the panels
against one another, finished sides together (The
rough edges you just seamed will be facing out).
Start pining by matching the nose seams
together. Then work your way from the
nose to an ear, and then to the other.
Repeat for the bottom. Be sure all
fabric edges are lined up.
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Open each panel along the seam and lay the panels
against one another, finished sides together (The
rough edges you just seamed will be facing out).
Start pining by matching the nose seams
together. Then work your way from the
nose to an ear, and then to the other.
Repeat for the bottom. Be sure all
fabric edges are lined up.
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THE MARCO
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Turn the mask “right-side out” by pulling it through the ear
opening like a inside out sock. This hides the seams inside
the mask.
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The last step is to roll the ear openings
inside the mask and pin in place your
5”1/2 elastic for the ear holds. You will
then sew a seam along the outside of
the mask to close the ear opening and
secure the elastic. Before this step,
put the mask against your face to
see if the mask fits from nose
to ear. You can adjust the fit
by rolling in more or less
fabric.

REAL

Start by turning a 100% cotton
shirt inside out and tracing this
pattern onto the fabric. Then flip
the pattern over (this side down)
and trace it again to create a mirror
image. These will become the inside
and outside of mask. Cut out both.
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Pin the front edges of each cutout
and sew a seam along both.
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